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AbstractAbstract

In an effort to understand KcsA channel gating, we have elaboratIn an effort to understand KcsA channel gating, we have elaborated our ed our Monte Carlo Normal Monte Carlo Normal 
Mode Following (MCMode Following (MC--NMF) NMF) approach [1]. Iapproach [1]. Insteadnstead of allof all--atom normal modes (atom normal modes (NMsNMs) we ) we 
incorporate approximate RTB (rotationincorporate approximate RTB (rotation--translation of blocks) translation of blocks) NMsNMs [2] into the MC[2] into the MC--NMF NMF 
technique in order to treat large protein systems. technique in order to treat large protein systems. We use the RTB We use the RTB MCMC--NMFNMF method to probe method to probe 
the conformational changes that KcsA undergoes during gating. Outhe conformational changes that KcsA undergoes during gating. Our analysis yields two types r analysis yields two types 
of structural information: (1) of structural information: (1) initial directions along the low frequency initial directions along the low frequency NMsNMs that could be that could be 
associated with the gating transitions; (2) gating associated with the gating transitions; (2) gating pathway(spathway(s) and transition) and transition--state structures. state structures. 
The results indicate that KcsA is a dynamically modular system: The results indicate that KcsA is a dynamically modular system: the selectivity filter domain, the selectivity filter domain, 
especially its filter loops, is held fairly rigid during a pertuespecially its filter loops, is held fairly rigid during a perturbation along the lowestrbation along the lowest--frequency frequency 
NM, while the TM2, TM1 and PNM, while the TM2, TM1 and P--helices fluctuate significantly. helices fluctuate significantly. They undergo a They undergo a concerted concerted 
leverlever--like swinging about pivot points near the Clike swinging about pivot points near the C--termini of the Ptermini of the P--helices coupled with helices coupled with 
concerted rotation of the TM2 bundle around the channel axis.concerted rotation of the TM2 bundle around the channel axis. Tracking the lowestTracking the lowest--frequency frequency 
eigendirection while properly switching between the low frequenceigendirection while properly switching between the low frequency eigenvectors on the y eigenvectors on the 
transition path reveals gating transition path reveals gating pathway(spathway(s) and transition) and transition--state structures of the KcsA channel. state structures of the KcsA channel. 
Our results suggest that pHOur results suggest that pH--activation in KcsA reflects the electrostatic influence of acidiactivation in KcsA reflects the electrostatic influence of acidic c 
residues located at the Cresidues located at the C--termini of the TM2 helices, which become protonated on lowering termini of the TM2 helices, which become protonated on lowering 
pH. We find that the open state conformation of KcsA exhibits a pH. We find that the open state conformation of KcsA exhibits a very wide inner vestibule very wide inner vestibule 
and the TM2 helices are bent at the A98and the TM2 helices are bent at the A98--G99 hinge. The concordance between the G99 hinge. The concordance between the 
experimental and computational results provides valuable atomicexperimental and computational results provides valuable atomic--level insights into the level insights into the 
structural rearrangements of the channel’s inner pore. structural rearrangements of the channel’s inner pore. 

IntroductionIntroduction
The essential movement of the transmembrane TM1 and TM2 helices The essential movement of the transmembrane TM1 and TM2 helices found in spin labeling found in spin labeling 
and EPR experiments [3,4] is clockwise rotation relative to the and EPR experiments [3,4] is clockwise rotation relative to the channel axis [3] when viewed channel axis [3] when viewed 
from the intracellular (IC) side and twisting of TM2 (~30from the intracellular (IC) side and twisting of TM2 (~3000) about the helical axis [4]. In this ) about the helical axis [4]. In this 
proposed rotationproposed rotation--andand--tilt model, the pore diameter at the IC end of KcsA was as largetilt model, the pore diameter at the IC end of KcsA was as large as 10 as 10 
Å, while the diameter of the inner hydrophobic vestibule around Å, while the diameter of the inner hydrophobic vestibule around residues T107 and A108 only residues T107 and A108 only 
increased by ~2 Å. Structural comparison of the IC halves of theincreased by ~2 Å. Structural comparison of the IC halves of the TM2 helices in a closed TM2 helices in a closed 
channel, KcsA, and an open channel, channel, KcsA, and an open channel, MthKMthK, suggested a hinge, suggested a hinge--bending model [5], where the bending model [5], where the 
main conformational change during gating is a substantial outwarmain conformational change during gating is a substantial outwardd--directed bend (~30directed bend (~3000) of the ) of the 
TM2 helices at a hinge point corresponding to G99 in KcsA and G8TM2 helices at a hinge point corresponding to G99 in KcsA and G83 in 3 in MthKMthK. The TM2 . The TM2 
helices splay open and the bundle crossing disappears. The IC pohelices splay open and the bundle crossing disappears. The IC pore is about 12 Å wide at its re is about 12 Å wide at its 
narrowest point (A88 narrowest point (A88 –– MthKMthK) with the central cavity becoming an integral part of the IC ) with the central cavity becoming an integral part of the IC 
solution. Thus, questions remain. How do the TM2 helices of KcsAsolution. Thus, questions remain. How do the TM2 helices of KcsA move in opening the IC move in opening the IC 
pore? How wide does it open? pore? How wide does it open? 
Recently we developed a MCRecently we developed a MC--NMF method [1], combining normal mode analysis (NMA) and NMF method [1], combining normal mode analysis (NMA) and 
the eigenvectorthe eigenvector--following (EF) technique with the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) mefollowing (EF) technique with the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) method. As thod. As 
a direct application of MCa direct application of MC--NMF to the KcsA system is computationally expensive, we have NMF to the KcsA system is computationally expensive, we have 
simulated opening the IC pore using a modification of this methosimulated opening the IC pore using a modification of this method based on the RTB d based on the RTB 
approximation [2]. Our results argue that the rotationapproximation [2]. Our results argue that the rotation--andand--tilt [3,4] and hingetilt [3,4] and hinge--bending [5] bending [5] 
models actually complement each other, describing the initial anmodels actually complement each other, describing the initial and final stages of the gating d final stages of the gating 
transition. transition. 

Computational ModelComputational Model
We use the highWe use the high--resolution 1K4C crystal structure of KcsA with the pore occupiedresolution 1K4C crystal structure of KcsA with the pore occupied by 31 by 31 

water molecules and three Kwater molecules and three K++ at the binding sites (at the binding sites (Figure 1Figure 1).).
AllAll--atom NMA was performed for wildatom NMA was performed for wild--type (WT) KcsA and three variants protonating type (WT) KcsA and three variants protonating 

either or both E118 and E120. The E71 residues were protonated ieither or both E118 and E120. The E71 residues were protonated in all cases in order to n all cases in order to 
preserve the carboxylpreserve the carboxyl--carboxylate interaction between E71 and D80 seen in the crystal carboxylate interaction between E71 and D80 seen in the crystal 
structure of KcsA. NMA was carried out using the LAPACK library structure of KcsA. NMA was carried out using the LAPACK library and BLASand BLAS routines; the routines; the 
global translational and rotational modes were removed using theglobal translational and rotational modes were removed using the EckartEckart conditions.conditions.

All KcsA systems were described with the allAll KcsA systems were described with the all--hydrogen CHARMM22 topology and hydrogen CHARMM22 topology and 
parameter set, with NMA calculations carried out in vacuum. parameter set, with NMA calculations carried out in vacuum. 

In the RTB approximation, a peptide backbone of each KcsA residIn the RTB approximation, a peptide backbone of each KcsA residue was treated as a ue was treated as a 
single block and the side chain was broken into zero (glycine ansingle block and the side chain was broken into zero (glycine and d prolineproline) to three (arginine ) to three (arginine 
and lysine) blocks depending on residue size. Water molecules weand lysine) blocks depending on residue size. Water molecules were treated as separate blocks re treated as separate blocks 
and Kand K++ ions were associated with nearby blocks. ions were associated with nearby blocks. 

The RTB MCThe RTB MC--NMF method was used to find gating pathways; for each MC step, tNMF method was used to find gating pathways; for each MC step, the he 
maximization along the lowestmaximization along the lowest--frequency RTB NM was separated from minimization along frequency RTB NM was separated from minimization along 
the other RTB the other RTB NMsNMs: for each accepted maximization step, the minimization step was: for each accepted maximization step, the minimization step was repeated repeated 
many times until the simulational system is totally relaxed; themany times until the simulational system is totally relaxed; the Metropolis criterion controls Metropolis criterion controls 
allowable step lengths; after each accepted allowable step lengths; after each accepted MC step (maximization step + minimization MC step (maximization step + minimization 
steps)steps), the all, the all--atom Hessian matrix is recalculated and the RTB eigensystem is satom Hessian matrix is recalculated and the RTB eigensystem is solved anew. olved anew. 

All these techniques are implemented in All these techniques are implemented in our our MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) 
code.  All RTB code.  All RTB MCMC--NMF sNMF simulations are performed usingimulations are performed using the the MCICPMCICP code.code.

Figure 1.Figure 1. The minimized KcsA structure The minimized KcsA structure 
with three Kwith three K++ ions (pink spheres) at their ions (pink spheres) at their 
binding sites in the selectivity filter and binding sites in the selectivity filter and 
cavity and 31 waters in the pore. For clarity, cavity and 31 waters in the pore. For clarity, 
only two opposed KcsA subunits are only two opposed KcsA subunits are 
shown. We term this assembly (the KcsA shown. We term this assembly (the KcsA 
structure, three Kstructure, three K++ ions and 31 waters) the ions and 31 waters) the 
“KcsA system.” A new conjugate gradient “KcsA system.” A new conjugate gradient 
method with guaranteed descent [6] was method with guaranteed descent [6] was 
used to locate geometry with unprecedented used to locate geometry with unprecedented 
low strain energy: the absolute largest low strain energy: the absolute largest 
component of the gradient <5·10component of the gradient <5·10--1010 kcal kcal 
molmol--11 ÅÅ--11 was reached. All degrees of was reached. All degrees of 
freedom (bond lengths, bond angles, torsion freedom (bond lengths, bond angles, torsion 
and improper torsion angles) in both KcsA and improper torsion angles) in both KcsA 
and the waters were variable. The figure and the waters were variable. The figure 
was generated using our MCICP code. was generated using our MCICP code. 

Eigenvalues of the minimized KcsA systemsEigenvalues of the minimized KcsA systems

The number of atoms as well as The number of atoms as well as NMsNMs varies with varies with 
protonation state; there are protonation state; there are NNaa = 6,300 atoms in the = 6,300 atoms in the 
WT KcsA system resulting in 18,900 allWT KcsA system resulting in 18,900 all--atom atom NMsNMs. . 

The first six eigenvalues are near zero and other The first six eigenvalues are near zero and other 
eigenvalues are positive indicating a minimum.eigenvalues are positive indicating a minimum.

Main observation:Main observation: LowLow--frequency eigenvalues for KcsA systems differ little, indicatingfrequency eigenvalues for KcsA systems differ little, indicating that that 
protonation state, ions and waters in the KcsA pore have little protonation state, ions and waters in the KcsA pore have little energetic effect on the cost of energetic effect on the cost of 
deformations along lowdeformations along low--frequency frequency eigendirectionseigendirections;; ions and waters move essentially as an ions and waters move essentially as an 
integral part of the KcsA structure integral part of the KcsA structure –– water doesn’t alter the low frequency spectrum.water doesn’t alter the low frequency spectrum.

Figure 2.Figure 2. The frequency spectrum The frequency spectrum 
of the WT KcsA system. The of the WT KcsA system. The 
lowestlowest--frequency eigenvalue is frequency eigenvalue is 
2.64 cm2.64 cm--11. The spectrum is roughly . The spectrum is roughly 
the same for all KcsA variants. the same for all KcsA variants. 
The region <500 cmThe region <500 cm--11 describes describes 
concerted motions of secondary concerted motions of secondary 
structure elements (structure elements (αα--helices and helices and 
large groups of amino acids). The large groups of amino acids). The 
region from 500 to 1830 cmregion from 500 to 1830 cm--11

corresponds to internal vibrations corresponds to internal vibrations 
of single amino acids (torsional of single amino acids (torsional 
motions and valence angle and motions and valence angle and 
bond vibrations close to the end of bond vibrations close to the end of 
this region). The wellthis region). The well--separated separated 
block >2840 cmblock >2840 cm--11 corresponds to corresponds to 
hydrogenhydrogen--heavy atom vibrations. heavy atom vibrations. 

The lowestThe lowest--frequency eigenvector of the minimized KcsA systemfrequency eigenvector of the minimized KcsA system

Figure 3.Figure 3. Perturbation of the WT KcsA system along the lowestPerturbation of the WT KcsA system along the lowest--frequency (7frequency (7thth) NM. ) NM. a, b, c,a, b, c,
view from within a membrane plane and view from within a membrane plane and d, e, f,d, e, f, view from the IC side. view from the IC side. a, d,a, d, the minimized WT the minimized WT 
KcsA system. KcsA system. b, e,b, e, and and c, f,c, f, displacement along the 7displacement along the 7thth NM in the anticlockwise and clockwise NM in the anticlockwise and clockwise 
directions, respectively. The four subunits of KcsA are shown indirections, respectively. The four subunits of KcsA are shown in different colors in backbone different colors in backbone 
representation. The representation. The pivot points near Cpivot points near C--termini of the Ptermini of the P--helices are illustrated in helices are illustrated in bb and and cc for one for one 
of subunits as lines with arrows (in black). of subunits as lines with arrows (in black). The location of A108 at the bundle crossing is The location of A108 at the bundle crossing is 
marked in cyan. The water molecules and Kmarked in cyan. The water molecules and K++ ions are shown in the pore. Arrows indicate the ions are shown in the pore. Arrows indicate the 
directions of rotation and displacement of the KcsA domains upondirections of rotation and displacement of the KcsA domains upon perturbation. These figures perturbation. These figures 
were generated by using our MCICP code. were generated by using our MCICP code. 

The size of the IC pore in KcsAThe size of the IC pore in KcsA

Main observations:Main observations:
Channel perturbation with an Channel perturbation with an rmsdrmsd of 3.5 of 3.5 Å along the lowestÅ along the lowest--frequency NM, whether frequency NM, whether 

anticlockwise or clockwise (green and red curves), anticlockwise or clockwise (green and red curves), does not opendoes not open the inner hydrophobic the inner hydrophobic 
vestibule (the region between vestibule (the region between --20.0 and 20.0 and --5.0 Å): (5.0 Å): (ii) when ) when perturbed perturbed anticlockwiseanticlockwise, in agreement , in agreement 
with earlier theory [7], the pore is enlarged in the IC mouth buwith earlier theory [7], the pore is enlarged in the IC mouth but remains closed in t remains closed in the inner the inner 
vestibule (green curve); (vestibule (green curve); (iiii) when perturbed ) when perturbed clockwise, the pore is slightly enlarged in the clockwise, the pore is slightly enlarged in the inner inner 
vestibulevestibule, but the IC mouth is nearly unchanged in size (red curve), but the IC mouth is nearly unchanged in size (red curve)

EExperimentxperiment [4], NMA studies [7,8] and our perturbation results ([4], NMA studies [7,8] and our perturbation results (Figure 4Figure 4) agree that the ) agree that the 
radius of the opened inner vestibule is ~2 Åradius of the opened inner vestibule is ~2 Å

Tracking the lowestTracking the lowest--frequency NM using the RTB MCfrequency NM using the RTB MC--NMF methodNMF method

The energy profile along the gating pathwayThe energy profile along the gating pathway

The energy difference from the bottom of the well to the top of The energy difference from the bottom of the well to the top of the barrier is ~40 kcal/mol, the barrier is ~40 kcal/mol, 
much smaller than that (~110 kcal/mol) from the initial closed smuch smaller than that (~110 kcal/mol) from the initial closed state to the final open state. tate to the final open state. 

The open state conformation of KcsAThe open state conformation of KcsA

There is a wide IC pore with a radius ~5There is a wide IC pore with a radius ~5--7 Å in the inner vestibule (7 Å in the inner vestibule (Figure 4Figure 4, cyan and blue , cyan and blue 
curves), located at the narrowest point near the T107 residues (curves), located at the narrowest point near the T107 residues (Figure 6Figure 6); the size of the wide ); the size of the wide 
open pore increases steadily starting from the IC entrance of thopen pore increases steadily starting from the IC entrance of the selectivity filter (the narrowest e selectivity filter (the narrowest 
point) toward the IC side (point) toward the IC side (Figure 4Figure 4, blue curve) , blue curve) 

Figure 7.Figure 7. The backbone of KcsA in the opened state viewed from within theThe backbone of KcsA in the opened state viewed from within the membrane with membrane with 
the extracellular side on top (the extracellular side on top (aa) and from the IC side () and from the IC side (bb). For clarity, in (). For clarity, in (aa) the front subunit is ) the front subunit is 
removed. The KcsA subunits are shown in different colors. The thremoved. The KcsA subunits are shown in different colors. The three Kree K++ ions in the pore are ions in the pore are 
shown as pink spheres. This open state conformation is for 750thshown as pink spheres. This open state conformation is for 750th MC step. MC step. 

Figure 6.Figure 6. The size of the pore in the The size of the pore in the 
inner hydrophobic vestibule of KcsA inner hydrophobic vestibule of KcsA 
at the narrowest point around the T107 at the narrowest point around the T107 
residues. The nearby atoms of the four residues. The nearby atoms of the four 
KcsA subunits (labeled as KcsA subunits (labeled as AA, , BB, , CC and and 
DD) are shown in native colors. The ) are shown in native colors. The 
T107 residues are labeled. The KT107 residues are labeled. The K++ ion ion 
located at the narrowest point is a pink located at the narrowest point is a pink 
sphere. This conformation of KcsA is sphere. This conformation of KcsA is 
illustrated for 550th MC step. illustrated for 550th MC step. 

Figure 8.Figure 8. The superimposed KcsA structures (The superimposed KcsA structures (CCαα traces) viewed (traces) viewed (aa) from within the membrane ) from within the membrane 
(two subunits) and ((two subunits) and (bb) from the intracellular side (four subunits). The closed struct) from the intracellular side (four subunits). The closed structure is in red, ure is in red, 
and the opened structure is in black. The green marks in (and the opened structure is in black. The green marks in (aa) show the location of a gating ) show the location of a gating 
hinge, G99. Only the backbone of the selectivity filter and the hinge, G99. Only the backbone of the selectivity filter and the inner helices is shown in (inner helices is shown in (bb). ). 
Arrows point in the direction of inner helix motion in going froArrows point in the direction of inner helix motion in going from the closed to opened state.m the closed to opened state.

Main observations:Main observations:
Widening of the diameter of the pore in the IC mouth is ~20Widening of the diameter of the pore in the IC mouth is ~20--30 Å (30 Å (Figure 4Figure 4, blue curve)  , blue curve)  
TM2 helices are bent at the A98TM2 helices are bent at the A98--G99 hinge (G99 hinge (Figure 8aFigure 8a) and rotated clockwise () and rotated clockwise (Figure 8bFigure 8b) ) 

in agreement with structural data for in agreement with structural data for MthKMthK [5] [5] 
CC--termini of the TM2 helices (termini of the TM2 helices (Figure 8bFigure 8b) are more outward) are more outward--directed than those in directed than those in MthKMthK
TM1 helices are almost vertical, nearly parallel to the membranTM1 helices are almost vertical, nearly parallel to the membrane normale normal
IC halves of the four TM1 and TM2 helices are loosely coupled aIC halves of the four TM1 and TM2 helices are loosely coupled and substantially separated nd substantially separated 

from one other  from one other  
Selectivity filter PSelectivity filter P--loops are structurally unaffected in the gating process (loops are structurally unaffected in the gating process (Figure 8aFigure 8a) ) 
The inner hydrophobic vestibule disappears and the central caviThe inner hydrophobic vestibule disappears and the central cavity becomes an integral part ty becomes an integral part 

of the IC solution of the IC solution 

ConclusionsConclusions

Our results provide atomicOur results provide atomic--level insights into the largelevel insights into the large--scale structural rearrangements of the scale structural rearrangements of the 
KcsA inner pore during a transition between a closed and open stKcsA inner pore during a transition between a closed and open state. We find that the gating ate. We find that the gating 
transition in KcsA represents a very large conformational changetransition in KcsA represents a very large conformational change with the endwith the end--point structures point structures 
well characterized by rotationwell characterized by rotation--andand--tilt [3,4] and hingetilt [3,4] and hinge--bending models [5].bending models [5].

Our MCOur MC--NMF analyses of gating pathways in NMF analyses of gating pathways in gAgA [1] and KcsA (and preliminary results for [1] and KcsA (and preliminary results for 
the ClC Clthe ClC Cl-- channel) show that onechannel) show that one--step displacements along the loweststep displacements along the lowest--frequency NM with a frequency NM with a 
predefined predefined rmsdrmsd are inadequate for elucidating gating mechanisms. This approachare inadequate for elucidating gating mechanisms. This approach only only 
identifies the most probable directions of gating transitions. Oidentifies the most probable directions of gating transitions. Only tracking the lowestnly tracking the lowest--
frequency NM reveals the nature and detailed dynamics of gating frequency NM reveals the nature and detailed dynamics of gating transitions in transitions in gAgA and KcsA. and KcsA. 
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periplasmperiplasm

cytoplasmcytoplasm

WT KcsAWT KcsA

n                cmn                cm--11

1            1            --3.04E3.04E--0505
2             6.33E2             6.33E--0606
3             1.45E3             1.45E--0505
4             1.79E4             1.79E--0505
5             2.87E5             2.87E--0505
6             3.29E6             3.29E--0505
7             2.638907             2.63890
8             3.321668             3.32166
99 4.037894.03789
1010 4.364704.36470

................
18898     3691.2318898     3691.23
18899     3691.4218899     3691.42
18900     3691.4618900     3691.46

E118p&E120pE118p&E120p
KcsAKcsA

n                cmn                cm--11

1            1            --1.67E1.67E--05 05 
2             3.88E2             3.88E--06 06 
3             1.04E3             1.04E--05 05 
4             1.58E4             1.58E--05 05 
5             2.28E5             2.28E--05 05 
6             3.10E6             3.10E--05 05 
7             2.20054 7             2.20054 
8             3.17698 8             3.17698 
99 3.66985 3.66985 
1010 4.00176 4.00176 

................
18923     3691.20 18923     3691.20 
18924     3692.03 18924     3692.03 

The The rmsdrmsd for the for the CCαα atoms was ~1.8 Å between Xatoms was ~1.8 Å between X--
ray and wildray and wild--type energytype energy--minimized conformations minimized conformations 
and somewhat larger (up to ~2.5 Å) for the and somewhat larger (up to ~2.5 Å) for the 
protonation variants. protonation variants. 

The lowestThe lowest--frequency eigenvalue ranged from 2.2 to frequency eigenvalue ranged from 2.2 to 
2.9 cm2.9 cm--11 depending on the variant. A value of 2.5 depending on the variant. A value of 2.5 
cmcm--11 was found in [7].was found in [7].

Main observations:Main observations:
The lowestThe lowest--frequency NM reveals a frequency NM reveals a concerted concerted leverlever--like swinging of TM1, TM2 and the Plike swinging of TM1, TM2 and the P--

helices about pivot points near the Chelices about pivot points near the C--termini of the Ptermini of the P--helices (Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c) coupled with helices (Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c) coupled with 
concerted rotation of the TM2 bundle around the channel axis (Ficoncerted rotation of the TM2 bundle around the channel axis (Fig. 3e and Fig. 3f) in full g. 3e and Fig. 3f) in full 
agreement with earlier NMA [7]agreement with earlier NMA [7]

For anticlockwise (Fig. 3e) or clockwise (Fig. 3f) rotation of For anticlockwise (Fig. 3e) or clockwise (Fig. 3f) rotation of the TM2 bundle,the TM2 bundle, the IC ends of the IC ends of 
the TM2 helices bend at A108 pivot points toward or away from ththe TM2 helices bend at A108 pivot points toward or away from the pore, respectivelye pore, respectively

The PThe P--helices undergo a swinging motion about pivot points (lines withhelices undergo a swinging motion about pivot points (lines with arrows in blackarrows in black in in 
Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c), but the PFig. 3b and Fig. 3c), but the P--loops of the selectivity filter remain nearly rigidloops of the selectivity filter remain nearly rigid

In all four KcsA variants the lowestIn all four KcsA variants the lowest--frequency eigendirection is essentially the samefrequency eigendirection is essentially the same

Figure 4.Figure 4. Radius of the IC pore as a Radius of the IC pore as a 
function of the position along the function of the position along the 
channel axis for the KcsA structure channel axis for the KcsA structure 
with both E118 and E120 in their with both E118 and E120 in their 
protonated forms. The radius is protonated forms. The radius is 
computed for the minimized computed for the minimized 
structure (black curve), the perturbed structure (black curve), the perturbed 
conformations with conformations with rmsdrmsd of 3.5 Å of 3.5 Å 
(anticlockwise (green curve) and (anticlockwise (green curve) and 
clockwise (red curve)), and the two clockwise (red curve)), and the two 
opened structures (cyan and blue opened structures (cyan and blue 
curves) corresponding to 550th and curves) corresponding to 550th and 
750th MC steps on the transition 750th MC steps on the transition 
pathway. Pore radius profiles were pathway. Pore radius profiles were 
generated by using our MCICP code. generated by using our MCICP code. 

In all KcsA protonation variants studied the In all KcsA protonation variants studied the anticlockwiseanticlockwise mode tracking winds up the TM2 mode tracking winds up the TM2 
bundle, leading to tighter steric closure of the IC mouth; the obundle, leading to tighter steric closure of the IC mouth; the original tilt ~25riginal tilt ~2500 of TM1 and TM2 of TM1 and TM2 
increases with respect to the membrane normal; the TM2 helices bincreases with respect to the membrane normal; the TM2 helices become more bent and are ecome more bent and are 
directed inward towards the pore at A108. directed inward towards the pore at A108. 

When both E118 and E120 residues are protonated (low interior pWhen both E118 and E120 residues are protonated (low interior pH), H), clockwiseclockwise mode mode 
tracking along the lowesttracking along the lowest--frequency NM showed a complicated gating transition with many frequency NM showed a complicated gating transition with many 
dynamic features: (dynamic features: (11) concerted rotation and unwinding of the TM2 bundle with an out) concerted rotation and unwinding of the TM2 bundle with an outward ward 
directed bend of TM2 at A108; (directed bend of TM2 at A108; (22) small twisting) small twisting--untwisting rotation of the IC end of TM2 untwisting rotation of the IC end of TM2 
about a helical axis; (about a helical axis; (33) dynamic interaction of the TM1 and TM2 helices of each subunit) dynamic interaction of the TM1 and TM2 helices of each subunit and and 
adjacent subunits with each other during the closed to open tranadjacent subunits with each other during the closed to open transition resulting in rapid sition resulting in rapid 
fluctuations of the crossfluctuations of the cross--section of the inner pore; (section of the inner pore; (44) decrease of the tilt of TM1 with respect to ) decrease of the tilt of TM1 with respect to 
the membrane normal as the TM2 bundle is unwound; (the membrane normal as the TM2 bundle is unwound; (55) clockwise turn of the TM2 bundle ) clockwise turn of the TM2 bundle 
about ~30about ~3000--404000 around the channel axis before it becomes disrupted; (around the channel axis before it becomes disrupted; (66) highly dynamic tilting ) highly dynamic tilting 
adjustments and outward lateral motions of TM2 away from the chaadjustments and outward lateral motions of TM2 away from the channel axis leading to the nnel axis leading to the 
disappearance of the TM2 bundle; (disappearance of the TM2 bundle; (77) confinement of the large) confinement of the large--scale conformational changes to scale conformational changes to 
the IC half of the KcsA channel leaving the extracellular half mthe IC half of the KcsA channel leaving the extracellular half mostly unchanged; (ostly unchanged; (88) slotting of ) slotting of 
each TM2 helix between the two TM1 helices from adjacent KcsA sueach TM2 helix between the two TM1 helices from adjacent KcsA subunits and their bend at a bunits and their bend at a 
gating hinge corresponding to A98gating hinge corresponding to A98--G99 in the end stage of the gating transition. G99 in the end stage of the gating transition. 

Main observations:Main observations:
AnticlockwiseAnticlockwise NM tracking does not open the IC pore. It follows a quite diffeNM tracking does not open the IC pore. It follows a quite different path from rent path from 

the one found in our NM perturbation experiments and in earlier the one found in our NM perturbation experiments and in earlier theoretical studies [7,8].theoretical studies [7,8].
ClockwiseClockwise gating movements are consistent with both spin labeling [3,4] agating movements are consistent with both spin labeling [3,4] and Xnd X--ray [5] ray [5] 

experiments: (experiments: (11) displacement of the TM2 helices is clockwise; () displacement of the TM2 helices is clockwise; (22) the final TM2 bend is ) the final TM2 bend is 
hinged near residues A98hinged near residues A98--G99; (G99; (33) the IC end of TM2 is twisted slightly clockwise, ~12) the IC end of TM2 is twisted slightly clockwise, ~1200, about , about 
its helical axis before the TM2 bundle becomes disrupted.its helical axis before the TM2 bundle becomes disrupted.

The idea that TM2 helix deformation in The idea that TM2 helix deformation in MthKMthK at the conserved glycine [5] might be a at the conserved glycine [5] might be a 
common Kcommon K++ channel gating mechanism is supported by our results for KcsA. channel gating mechanism is supported by our results for KcsA. 

Our results suggest that the rotation and tilt [3,4] and hingeOur results suggest that the rotation and tilt [3,4] and hinge--bending [5] gating models are not bending [5] gating models are not 
competing pictures, but actually complement each other describincompeting pictures, but actually complement each other describing the initial rotation of the g the initial rotation of the 
TM2 bundle [3] and final radialTM2 bundle [3] and final radial--outward splaying and bend of the TM2 helices [5].outward splaying and bend of the TM2 helices [5].

Electrostatic influence of charged residues affected by the pH cElectrostatic influence of charged residues affected by the pH changehange

Figure 9.Figure 9. Extracellular view along the channel axis of the network of intExtracellular view along the channel axis of the network of interer-- and intraand intra--subunit subunit 
salt bridges formed by charged residues in close proximity to thsalt bridges formed by charged residues in close proximity to the Ce C--termini of the TM2 helices termini of the TM2 helices 
in (in (aa) crystal WT KcsA and () crystal WT KcsA and (bb) minimized KcsA with both E118 and E120 protonated. Pore ) minimized KcsA with both E118 and E120 protonated. Pore 
centers are marked by two concentric circles. KcsA subunits are centers are marked by two concentric circles. KcsA subunits are labeled labeled AA, , BB, , CC and and DD. The . The 
residues are also labeled. Arginines and glutamates are shown inresidues are also labeled. Arginines and glutamates are shown in blue and gold colors with their blue and gold colors with their 
guanidinoguanidino and carboxyl groups in native colors, respectively. In (and carboxyl groups in native colors, respectively. In (aa), the inter), the inter--subunit salt subunit salt 
bridges between R122 and E120 are shown as green broken lines. Tbridges between R122 and E120 are shown as green broken lines. The average distance he average distance 
between bridged atoms is 3.2 Å. The intrabetween bridged atoms is 3.2 Å. The intra--subunit bridges between E118 and R121 & R122 subunit bridges between E118 and R121 & R122 
residues are shown as black broken lines. The distance between aresidues are shown as black broken lines. The distance between atoms involved in salt bridges toms involved in salt bridges 
varies from 2.4 to 2.7 Å. In (varies from 2.4 to 2.7 Å. In (bb), the inter), the inter-- and intraand intra--subunit bridges are broken as a result of subunit bridges are broken as a result of 
protonation of glutamates. A proton on one of glutamate oxygens protonation of glutamates. A proton on one of glutamate oxygens is illustrated. The side chains is illustrated. The side chains 
of E120 and R121 move of E120 and R121 move radiallyradially away from the channel axis. away from the channel axis. 

Main observations:Main observations:
When both E118 and E120 are in the protonated form (low pH), When both E118 and E120 are in the protonated form (low pH), clockwiseclockwise NM tracking NM tracking 

leads to untwisting of the TM2 helical bundle and a wide open ICleads to untwisting of the TM2 helical bundle and a wide open IC pore  pore  
When both E118 and E120 are deprotonated (neutral pH), the IC pWhen both E118 and E120 are deprotonated (neutral pH), the IC pore remains closed; the ore remains closed; the 

TM2 bundle undergoes clockwise rotation around the channel axis TM2 bundle undergoes clockwise rotation around the channel axis with backwardwith backward--forward forward 
fluctuations and no outwardfluctuations and no outward--directed movement of the TM2 helices away from the pore directed movement of the TM2 helices away from the pore 

If either E118 or E120 is protonated, the inner pore radius incIf either E118 or E120 is protonated, the inner pore radius increases, especially for the E120p reases, especially for the E120p 
variant, but the opening shown in variant, but the opening shown in Figure 4Figure 4 was not observed; protonating E120 and breaking was not observed; protonating E120 and breaking 
the interthe inter--subunit bridges has a larger effect (minimum constriction radiussubunit bridges has a larger effect (minimum constriction radius of ~3.31 Å) than of ~3.31 Å) than 
protonating E118 (minimum constriction radius of ~2.15 Å) protonating E118 (minimum constriction radius of ~2.15 Å) 

KcsA channel opening originates by rotating the TM2 bundle arounKcsA channel opening originates by rotating the TM2 bundle around the channel axis. d the channel axis. 
During opening, the TM2 bundle becomes disrupted and the narrow During opening, the TM2 bundle becomes disrupted and the narrow hydrophobic vestibule is hydrophobic vestibule is 
transformed into a very wide domain fully integrated with the cytransformed into a very wide domain fully integrated with the cytoplasm. In the open state toplasm. In the open state 
conformation, only the narrow selectivity filter constitutes theconformation, only the narrow selectivity filter constitutes the pore of potassium channels. pore of potassium channels. 

We find that the pH change (protonation of E118 and E120) affectWe find that the pH change (protonation of E118 and E120) affects the inters the inter-- and intraand intra--
subunit electrostatic interactions within the IC domain enforcinsubunit electrostatic interactions within the IC domain enforcing their mutual destabilization g their mutual destabilization 
by increase of the positive charge at the ends of the TM2 heliceby increase of the positive charge at the ends of the TM2 helices. We postulate that the pHs. We postulate that the pH--
dependent activation gating of the KcsA channel reflects the eledependent activation gating of the KcsA channel reflects the electrostatic influence of charged ctrostatic influence of charged 
residues affected by the pH change. residues affected by the pH change. 

Figure 5.Figure 5. The energy profile as a The energy profile as a 
function of MC steps along the function of MC steps along the 
gating pathway for the KcsA gating pathway for the KcsA 
structure with both E118 and E120 structure with both E118 and E120 
in the protonated form. As a simple in the protonated form. As a simple 
reaction coordinate cannot be reaction coordinate cannot be 
identified, we choose the number of identified, we choose the number of 
MC steps as a continuous variable. MC steps as a continuous variable. 
The energy steadily increases with The energy steadily increases with 
the number of MC steps along the the number of MC steps along the 
transition trajectory. There is a transition trajectory. There is a 
significant energy barrier (~150 significant energy barrier (~150 
kcal/mol) for the opening of the IC kcal/mol) for the opening of the IC 
pore. The energy well at ~150th MC pore. The energy well at ~150th MC 
step could correspond to fluctuation step could correspond to fluctuation 
or an intermediate partially stable or an intermediate partially stable 
conformation. After ~550 MC steps, conformation. After ~550 MC steps, 
the KcsA channel is trapped in the the KcsA channel is trapped in the 
open conformation. The energy open conformation. The energy 
profile shows a nearly flat well profile shows a nearly flat well 
between 550 and 750 MC steps. between 550 and 750 MC steps. 


